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CARD SETS  
8 letterpress printed cards with two unique designs and 8 envelopes. 4 blanks and 4 thank yous are 
presented on a coordinating American-made fiberglass tray. $16  
Single cards available at wholesale.eggpress.com  
 1. 7054 pistachio set 5. 7068 forest set  9. 7107 dogs/pockets set 
 2. 7055 cement set 6. 7070 ochre set  10. 7108 bow tie/biscuit set 
 3. 7056 lake set  7. 7072 white set   11. 7109 rainbow/mountain set 
 4. 7057 mustard set 8. 7074 navy set  12. 7110 parenthesis/diamonds set

TEAR-AWAY NOTES 
18 flat letterpress printed postcards that include a perforated receipt to make notes about the notes you 
write. Patterned on one side, blank on the other. $12 
 13. 7058 traffic light  15. 7060 green tiles 
 14. 7059 blue cube repeat 16. 7061 grey quilt squares

WRITE-ON-VELOPES 
Two tools consolidated into one! Each letterpress printed sheet is both the paper on which to write your 
letter AND the envelope to mail it. 12 pages and 36 seals included. $9 
 17. 7082 tubes 19. 7084 parallelogram 
 18. 7083 flat basket 20. 7085 tick mark

TAG-ALONG GIFT TAGS 
10 gift tags and string packaged in a unique matchbook cover for spontaneous acts of thoughtfulness. $4 
 21. 7101 dots triangle tags 23. 7103 staples tags 
 22. 7102 rainbow tags 24. 7104 quilt tags

CANVAS POUCHES 
Sturdy, canvas pouches screen printed and sewn by hand. Varying sizes hold everything from pens to 
cards to files.  
 25. 7088 tubes action pouch (9” x 12” $19)  30. 7066 quilt pattern card pouch (9” x 6” $14) 
 26. 7089 hourglass action pouch (9” x 12” $19) 31. 7065 hourglass pencil pouch (9” x 2” $12) 
 27. 7111 staples action pouch (9” x 12” $19) 32. 7064 cubes pencil pouch (9” x 2” $12) 
 28. 7112 diamonds action pouch (9” x 12” $19) 33. 7086 dots triangle pencil pouch (9” x 2” $12) 
 29. 7067 tiles card pouch (9” x 6” $14)  34. 7087 tick mark pencil pouch (9” x 2” $12)

DESK PAD 
This letterpress printed, tablet-style, 52-page weekly line-up helps you organize all of your letter-writing and 
daily agendas. $16 
 35. 7062 weekly line up blue (with blue gummed edge)  
 36. 7063 weekly line up grey (with yellow gummed edge)

 ON-THE-GO GIFT WRAP 
Four sheets of gift wrap – two unique patterns, plus a bonus pattern on the reverse. Conveniently fits 
in the SPK Document Size Action Pouch. $5.50 
 37. 7105 pockets/dots set  
 38. 7106 tubes/traffic lights set

TAG-ALONG POSTCARDS  
10 letterpress printed postcards with a unique matchbook cover. Perfect for on-the-go correspondence 
when inspiration strikes. $7 
 39. 7090 mountains postcards 
 40. 7091 biscuits postcards

NOTEPADS  
Letterpress printed 50-page notepads to help organize your day. Two sizes available for note-taking, list-
making and manifesting your dream day, week, or year!   
 41. 7080 dream day (with blue gummed edge) 5.5” x 8” $7 
 42. 7081 possibilities (with yellow gummed edge) 4” x 6” $6

Place an order or see what we’re up to: wholesale.eggpress.com 
Email: information@eggpress.com  Phone: 800 964 9139  Fax: 503 234 4256 

All designs printed on recycled content paper 
© copyright Egg Press



Egg Press is proud to bring you Social Preparedness Kit (SPK), a collection of tools to aid in 
keeping in touch. SPK is designed to make it easy to send a note and be thoughtful on the 
go. Each product in the collection complements one another, and seamlessly integrates into 
everyday life for when inspiration (or motivation) strikes. The collection is rich, cheerful, and 
approachable. All of our Made in the USA items are proudly designed and created in the Egg 
Press studio in Portland, Oregon using letterpress printing techniques and small-batch hand 

printed and sewn textiles.
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